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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept which shows the linking of things to the internet for
various purposes without human interaction. This survey paper is a comprehensive debate on
the emergence of IoT in the current technological trend and also shows a variety of
technologies used for IoT integration including Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID),
Wireless sensor Network (WSN), Wireless local area network (WLAN).We have tabulated the
exploitation of important domain areas and the potential IoT application identified by
different focus groups. We have presented through multifaceted analysis how the IoT makes
the application of integrating objects smart and how it facilitates many aspects of life
particularly from smart energy, smart transportation, health, and agriculture domains. It is
concluded that the emergence of technologies in the future will come together to facilitate the
IoT quicker than the general expectation of the people.
Keywords: Internet of Things, Building Blocks of IoT, IoT Integration, Machine to Machine
Communication, Multifaceted Analysis

1. Introduction
The “Internet of Things” refers to the idea that Internet is not only just a worldwide system for
persons to converse with one another using workstation, but it is also a platform for devices regarded as
Machine to Machine applications with minimal or no human interaction[1]. The IoT can be explained
by multiple ways, and it covers a lot of facet of life from connected cities and homes to connected cars
and roads to devices that track an individual’s behaviour. Automatic traffic management, machine-tomachine communication, asset tracking of goods on the move, remote security and control, machineto-infrastructure communication, home and industrial building automation, environmental monitoring
and control and Smart applications, including water, cities, buildings, grid, agriculture, meters,
broadband, appliances, cars, tags, animal farming are the highlighted applications under consideration.
Different developing countries of the world use IoT technology as a tool for their economy growth [2].
The phrase “Internet of Things” was coined by Kevin Ashton [3] in 1999.
A mixture of technologies, including low-power processors, low-cost sensors, everywhere wireless
connectivity and scalable cloud computing, has make possible this revolution. Progressively more
companies are using these technologies to push in sensing and smart capabilities in their products; by
this means they permit everyday things to sense, interact with and learn from their surroundings. Some
of these devices connect in M2M communication. For example to avoid possible hazards sensors on
*
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the highway alert cars by electronic means, and in order to optimize power utilization the intelligent
grid sends electricity pricing data to home electrical devices. This change, while important, will in
numerous ways be unremarkable to the common person because the transformation to the physical
surroundings will be subtle or invisible. A smart bridge or a smart home looks much the same as a
dumb one. All of the intelligence is built into the infrastructure; the impact of the (IoT) will be
thoughtful and will offer chances to deal with many of today’s main common challenges. Its potential
comprises novel products and services. It will help save the surroundings, save energy, increase
agricultural output, make transportation faster and safer, improve public safety, and lead to better
health care. Immense alterations are made up of small variations, and in the coming years the IoT could
bring millions of incremental changes. The research on the IoT is growing fast because to the key
improvement of technology in previous decade. Through different technologies the idea of connecting
devices or things for swapping information freely with other networks is getting extra interest from the
scholars. Consequently, the IoT application domain is also growing swiftly. For the previous decade
technological advancement has led to trimness of computer resources. Data storage Processors and
memory and are currently implanted on small devices increase in the surroundings. As communication
potential are more capable of these devices and they have a tendency to be incorporated to big systems.
Several things with sensing and communication ability can create measurements and compose
information organism with data on the physical world. (RFID) Radio frequency identification
technology permits common things capable of radio frequency tags to be distinctively identified. Radio
frequency identification tags are capable to store identifiers and little amount of data connected to a
given entity. There are already beneficial applications of interconnecting objects in an IoT in areas like
emergency management, logistics, and medicine [4], [5], [6]. The brisk growth and adaptation of IoT in
our everyday life form increasing involvement of embedded things. To collect ecological data the
sensor technology is used to connect large scale things. Wireless Sensor Network is the very important
part of the IoT system. It is collection of microcontroller, sensors, memory, battery and radio
transceiver

Figure 1. IoT different services, technologies meaning for every one [7]
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a literature review; building blocks
of IOT and emergence of IoT in technological trend are discussed in section 3 and 4 respectively.
Section 5 describes Application categories of IOT. Section 6 provides the discussion on multifaceted
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analysis of IoT, next section includes future consideration and last section provides the conclusion of
paper.

2. Building Blocks of Internet of things
There's a lot of excitement regarding the IoT, but what about the building blocks of IoT ? in this
section we look at some components IT expert can expect to build out to support the IoT. There are
three important factors propelling the IoT forward. 1) Sensing 2) Embedded Processing 3)
Communication

2.1. Sensing Nodes
We describe a classification that will support in defining the elements necessary for the IoT from a
high level perception. Specific taxonomies of every element can be found elsewhere [8–10]. A variety
of sensing nodes required for the IoT, nodes depending on the concerned applications. For image
observing sensing nodes could contain a camera; radar vision when active safety is needed and for
smart power gas or water nodes could contain flow meters. Radio-frequency identification readers
sensing the existence of an entity or someone; to indicate a building interruption doors and locks with
open/close circuits and for measuring temperature nodes could contain thermostat. The end result is
that there could be a lot of unlike variety of sensing nodes, depending on the concerned applications.
These nodes contain inimitable identification and through a distant command and organized topology it
can be controlled independently. Use cases stay alive today in which a smart phone with Radiofrequency identification functionality can move towards individual Radio-frequency identification
(RFID) enabled objects in a house, converse with them and list their position on the network. They
assist in the automatic detection of anything they are attached to acting as an electronic
barcode[11,12]That’s why; Radio-frequency identification will have command and control of the IoT.

2.2. Embedded Processing Nodes
The Core element of the IoT is embedded processing. Microcontrollers or microprocessors provided
Local processing potential most often. MCU can offer the real time embedded processing that is a main
necessity of the majority of IoT applications. Use cases differ extensively, and completely addressing
the real time embedded processing task needs a scalable strategy as one size will not fit all. This is
done through using a scalable family of devices. In the home automation case requirements may
perhaps differ from an uncomplicated network to a extra compound composition with hierarchical
nested sub networks Controlled at unlike levels because it depending on the type or size of home, In
the case of single-family residence for command and control of the whole house all electrical outlets
and electrical apparatus; windows doors and thermostats might have straightforward embedded
controllers that converse with a master MCU hybrid machine. Consecutively this master machine be
capable of converse by means of the Internet with different clients, from the service providers and to
gateway that can provide the owner access to distantly control the entire of these connected “objects.”
In a building, the same plan can be comprehensive, with an even further compound layered network
that comprise floor level and building-level command and control, as well as apartment-level command
and control.
There are some needs that make an MCU superlative for use in the IoT.
• Cost-effectiveness
In general cost is the total of the components of the system plus the cost of the services essential for
the system. The total system cost should be reasonable for the concept move to take grip in daily life,
so product cost is a incredibly significant issue.
• Low power
A basic requirement is the use of low power because sensing nodes are satellite node operated with
the help of a battery. This is the first and main requirement that a MCU needs to be energy efficient.
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For example a MCU in a battery operated thermostat that get up once every few minutes to check the
temperature and adjust the AC based on its result requirements to devour as small power as possible
to reduce battery substitution
• Quality and reliability
Unlike Electronic devices laptops and mobile phone that you might vary every two years, product in
the industrial market are minimum ten to fifteen years. Still in home, convinced devices, such as
thermostats, aren’t changed over and over again. When add the automotive market to the mix, further
harsh ecological conditions and rigorous reliability needs have to be supported. Hence, longevity
quality and reliability needs for these markets are solution to the accomplishment of the IoT concept
shift
• Security
At the physical layer for the local embedded processing node, to support data authentication and
encryption there are many of cryptographic engines and security accelerators. Further layers of
security software, as well as best preparation associated to boot-up practice, are among the variety of
security approaches available are solution to the accomplishment of the IoT concept shift.

2.3. Communication Capability
The main responsibility of the communication node is to convey information collected by the sensing
nodes to the targets recognized by the local embedded processing nodes which is processed by local
processing nodes once the new commands are generated and data is distantly processed the
communication node gets back the fresh commands to the local embedded processing nodes to carry
out a task. occasionally this might be as easy as based on energy use sensing a fridge door being left
open and without human intervention closing the door using a mechanical mean or produce a warning
for the homeowners after analyzing the data, it might be as sophisticated as communication to an selfdirected vehicle to keep away from an accident. Use cases might differ significantly, but the common
thing to these command and control communication associates is that they normally just require
transmitting few kilobytes of data for any given node until unless video data is involved or high
bandwidth image processing is involved. The IoT will cover every phase of one’s daily life, therefore
there is no boundary to the distance for which control and command communication can be used.
Needs for communication purpose are approximately the identical as for embedded processing nodes:
• Cost-effectiveness
• Low power
• Quality and reliability
• Security
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Figure 2. Gartner Hype cycle for emerging technologies [13]

2.4. Emergence of IoT in Technological Trend
One of the emerging technologies in Information technology is IoT as distinguished in Gartner’s
Information technology Hype Cycle (see Fig2).
A Hype Cycle is a method to signify the maturity, emergence, acceptance and effect on applications
of other technologies. It has been predicted that IoT will take almost 10 years for market acceptance.
The attractiveness of various ideas differs with time. The web search status, as measured by the Google
search trends during the last 10 years for the terms IoT, Ubiquitous Computing and WSN are shown in
Fig3. As it can be seen, since IoT has come into continuation, search volume is every time rising with
the declining movement for WSN. As per Google’s search prediction (dotted line in Fig.), this
tendency is probable to maintain as other facilitative technologies come together to structure a
legitimate IoT

Figure 3. Google search trend in terms of Internet of things, WSN and Ubiquitous Computing [14]
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3. IoT Integration with Other Networks
In this phase, we talk about various technologies and networks that are concerned for the integration of
the IoT like (RFID) Radio Frequency Identification, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), and Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN).

3.1. Radio Frequency Identification
Radio Frequency Identification consists of Radio Frequency Identification reader and tags. The things
are inimitably identified by Radio Frequency Identification technology and their distinctive credentials
information is accumulated in a tag. Radio Frequency Identification technology tag consists of
Electronic Product Code (EPC),an antenna and small memory. To identify the devices Radio
Frequency Identification reader reads distinctive identification code. For the detection of the things in
the IoT Radio Frequency Identification is the supreme technology environment [15]. The figure
demonstrates the working of architecture create from the preliminary concern of IoT integrated vision.
The appliances developed on an IoT manner compromised by Radio Frequency Identification tags are
restricted to detection and tracking. The addition of acting sensing smart objects into passive Radio
Frequency Identification tags would facilitate the integration of a bunch of entirely novel applications
into the IoT.

Figure 4. RFID Integration with IOT [16]

3.2. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an emerging technology that is predicted to change the human life
in future [17]. Wireless sensor networks have large application in monitoring, disaster management,
security and military [18]. The fast growth and adaptation of IoT in our everyday life form emergent
role of embedded devices. To gather environmental statistics the sensor technology is used to join big
scale “things” or “objects” [1]. Wireless Sensor Network is the generally significant part of the IoT
system. It is a collection of sensors, radio transceiver, battery memory, and microcontroller [2]. Figure
5 explain integration of Wireless Sensor Network in the IoT. The gateway executes functions of
connection among Wireless Sensor Network and Internet. Sink node should be able to interact with the
outside world through the Internet to act as a gateway to the WSN subnet and the Internet. It also
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supports communication among sensors and IP network protocols. IoT applications contains of several
Wireless Sensor Network.

Figure 5. WSN integration with IOT [19]

3.3. Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)
WLAN is also famous as IEEE 802.11.For middle range communication it is a well-known standard of
wireless interconnection interface. Data rates up to 54 Mbps and 600 Mbps IEEE 802.11g and IEEE
802.11n are also WLAN standards correspondingly. On the other hand, unlike techniques are used for
the connectivity of Wireless Sensor Network to the Internet. Figure 6 expresses the WLAN
construction with multiple technologies.

Figure 6. Interconnecting Multiple Technologies [20]
The gateways are used to execute the required change to a general backbone (e.g. an IPv6 backbone).
This use is particularly attractive and simple to apply when interconnecting technologies via IPv6 as
described in Figure 6.Figure 7 demonstrates a further construction of WLAN. This structural design put
together carrier technology core devices and consumers, application services. This construction
demonstrates how conventional WLAN and IoT devices converse with MTC services [21].
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Figure 7. WLAN and IOT devices communication Architecture

3.4. Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)
With Wireless Personal Area Network the two standards IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.1 are used
for interconnection of devices. Wireless Personal Area Network standard IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth is
used for short range communication and accomplishes the needs of low energy utilization. There are a
lot of applications of IoT that suggest integration of things in IP based communications by using IPv6
over low power Wireless Personal Area Networks(6LoWPAN)[22].
Figure 8 demonstrates 802.15.4 and Bluetooth short energy used as transportation for IPv6 based
communication. In this figure, an IP-based application in the sensor / device is clearly connected to an
Internet service.

Figure 8. IP-based application in the sensor / device is transparently connected to an Internet [20]
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There are two main types for IoT related applications. Despite the fact that there are factually hundreds
of applications being measured and acknowledged by various industries, they can be considered in easy,
reasonable way.

3.5. Type 1
Type one covers the plan of millions of various responsive and interconnected devices by means of
inimitable Identification. Devices are Communicate with other things, machines and the physical
surroundings. In this type, the IoT basically participates in terms of a remote track, command, control
and route (TCC&R) responsibility. Security and Safety are supreme as with the entire aspects of the
IoT. This type of application extends the machine to infrastructure automation and machine to machine
and machine to nature communications that can facilitate make simpler human life.

3.6. Type Two
The second type is all about to take unfair advantage of the data that is composed by the end nodes
(elegant devices by means of sensing and connectivity potential) and data mining for development and
activities that are capable of generate constructive marketing information to produce bonus commerce.
To arise with offers that may perhaps encourage incremental sales, membership shopping clubs and
Credit card concerns before now track and use human behaviour. Now, the query is how far will this
data mining go? For example in store tracking which corridor you go, where you exhausted the
majority of time within those corridor and still what sort of things you picked and browsed. This
situation is straightforwardly probable using a mobile phone’s GPS potential, Radio frequency
identification and smart tags in stores. The outcome may perhaps be as easy as giving email offered. In
addition, through your car insurance company tracking driving behaviour to allocate hazard factors that
assist to determine your monthly quality. You can see in future how the IoT can facilitate data
gathering in each phase of one’s daily.

4. Multifaceted Analysis of Internet of Things
IoT has the potential to build the life and business processes much more fruitful and resourceful. The
IoT will feel each phase of our life soon. In this section we describe how IoT makes the the
applications of various objects smart and we categorize the applications into four domains that are 1)
Smart Energy, 2) Transportation, 3) Health, and (4) Agriculture.

4.1. How IoT makes Things Smart
If we perform web search related to IoT and we’ll rapidly observe the too much use of the word “smart.”
So, when some object is smart what does it actually indicate? And what formulates a thing smart? For
example, how toaster oven or refrigerators become smart electrical device? That hasn’t been measured
smart? At present, we are bearing in mind the electrification of the world around us. Approximately
every manufactured high-quality currently contains an implanted processor and microcontroller with
user interfaces, which are able to append command and control functionality and programmability. The
occurrence of embedded processing and electrification of the world are the means to constructing
things smart. Our previous Oven that mechanically control the colour of toast currently has a
Microcontroller Unit in it, and the Microcontroller unit controls the colour of toast. The oven fulfils its
job further reliably and consistently. For this reason it is currently a smart toaster. A device is to be
converted into smart through the ability to converse with electronically using user interface and
integration of embedded processing; after that to help make life easier. Let’s see an example that if we
are late at the workplace, can we activate our house lights for protection using our notebook or cellular
phone? Remote control and ability to communicate show the way to the next action. The vital goal of
some IoT applications is to put the ability to communicate with devices without human interaction. For
this purpose to connect with and to power the Internet to attain this goal, they should first be converted
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into “smart” (integrate a microcontroller unit and implanted processor linked with distinctive
identification) afterwards to connect and ultimately to control. These abilities are capable to facilitate a
novel category of services that makes existence simpler for their users.

4.2. IoT Applications
It is not possible to visualize the entire prospective IoT applications keeping in mind the expansion of
technology and the miscellaneous requirements of possible users. In the subsequent sections we
describe some applications which are significant. There are a number of application fields which will
be impacted by the rising IoT. The applications are capable of classified on the basis of the type of
network accessibility, exposure, size, diverseness, repeatability user involvement and impact [21].

4.2.1. Smart Energy
There is emergent public knowledge concerning the varying concept of policy in energy provide,
utilization and infrastructure. For a number of causes our upcoming energy supply must no longer be
supported on fossil assets. As in all sector maintaining security will be a critical challenge to overcome
[29] Nuclear energy is neither a future proof alternative. In end result future energy supplies
requirements to be based mainly on different new resources. Progressively more focus must be
concentrating to our energy utilization behaviour. The developing Smart Grid, which is represented in
Figure 9. This is likely to put into practice a new thought of transmission network which is has
capability to smartly route the energy which is formed from mutually distributed and concentrated
plants to the end user with elevated safety and excellence of supply standards. Consequently the Smart
Grid is likely to be the execution of a sort of Internet in which the energy packet is put in to practice
with in the same way to the data packet across gateways and routers which freely can choose the finest
Pathway for the packet to achieve its target with the top reliability levels.

Figure 9. Smart Grid Representation
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Power utilization checking will be carried out on all levels, from local individual devices up to
international level and national [30]. In this scenario the “Internet of Energy” thought is describe as a
network communications based on gateways, standard communication transceivers, and protocols that
will permit a real time balance among the confined and the global production and storage potential with
the energy demand corridor for the packet to achieve its target with the top reliability levels.

4.2.2. Transportation
Transportation representative efforts to get better the cost, safety and trustworthiness of transportation,
and with improved information they can do their work superior. To build intellectual transportation
structure Sensors will progressively be arranged that calculate means of transport on the thoroughfare,
compute travel times, sense potholes or find out the possession rate in car parks. To permit
transportation representatives to improved plan for upcoming capacity statistics from these systems
will be included into traffic management result that facilitate optimize traffic signals, find out where
repairs is mainly required.

4.2.2.1. Roads
To determine variables such as humidity, temperature and traffic capacityHiKoB road sensors are
dense, low-power, wireless sensors that can be implanted into the thoroughfare. The sensor data is
transmitted through wireless network to a server for processing. The arrangement then endow with
immediate processed data on road condition. During ruthless weather situation this data permits road
team to prioritize road repairs, which are blameworthy for approximately a quarter of vehicular
misfortune. The arrangement is capable aware drivers of potential danger,

4.2.2.2. Parking
A large quantity of overcrowding on the road is caused by drivers in look for parking. Park Sight is a
set of connections of self-powered parking sensors that gather processed data on the possession of
individual parking place. The parking sensors can be implanted in the pedestrian area and sensors
information is composed and ready to accessible for drivers and parking service worker. For example,
a parking garage is able to use a digital indication to demonstrate which level and how many spaces are
available. To find vacant parking spaces Drivers be able to also use a mobile application, a attribute
that ultimately will be included into in car direction-finding systems. To implement parking plan for
upcoming parking requirements City officials also be capable of exploit parking sensors.

5. Health: Prevention, Screening & Diagnosis
For avoiding, screening, and identifying a diversity of health situation the IoT suggests new way out.
Devices permits persons to observe each facet of their health, counting body mass weight, daily
activity levels and sleep cycles. Patients are capable to discover health crisis earlier and obtain
treatment faster by gathering and tracking information about their physical condition, Not only does
this minimize on health concern costs; it also offers novel chances for superior worth of life. The
requirements for these kinds of health associated technologies is rising rapidly.

5.1. Baby Monitors
To examine a baby’s body temperature, movement, and breathing patterns The Mimo baby monitor is
used. To communicate this information to a base station Sensors use Bluetooth wireless
communication. Data then send through Internet to be checked by the company’s sleep testing software.
Parents be capable of use a mobile application on their mobile phone to see their baby’s information in
real time, observe their sleeping behaviour over time, and keep observed of eating timetable and diaper
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changes. Parents be able to also setup the device to get attentive on their phone if something changes.
The experts’ hopes this technology will help stop some of the 3,000 new born deaths that take place
every year in the US not including any noticeable reason.

5.2. Agriculture
In precision farming the IoT is serving to produce elegant farms where entire process can be observed
to diminish waste and enhance agricultural yield. This process of precision farming applies data
investigation to modify procedure so as based on unpredictable inputs to take full advantage of
agricultural productivity. These ways may possibly facilitate important chances for saving.
Furthermore to make sure food safety, data driven results facilitated by the IoT will permit customers
to track and observe create from farm to fork.

5.3. Irrigation Systems
To minimize water waste Water Bee is an intelligent irrigation method that gathers data on soil
substance and other ecological aspect from a set of connections of wireless sensors. The system
examines the information it gathers to choosy water unlike plot of land based on requirement. Water
bee capable to use for ranges of business applications, including on farms, and golf courses. Wellestablished irrigation systems accumulate water energy, and money.
Table 1. Potential IoT applications identified by different focus groups [23-28]
Application Domain
Potential of Internet of things Applications
Healthcare
Patient monitoring, personnel monitoring, disease spread modelling
and containment real-time health status and predictive information to
assist practitioners in the field.
Emergency services
Remote personnel monitoring (health, location); resource
management and distribution, response planning; sensors built into
building infrastructure to guide first responders in emergencies or
disaster scenarios
Transportation
Traffic management Intelligent transportation through real-time
traffic information and path optimization
Infrastructure monitoring
Sensors built into infrastructure to monitor structural fatigue and other
maintenance; accident monitoring for incident management and
emergency response coordination
Water
Water quality, leakage, usage, distribution, waste management
Building management
Temperature, humidity control, activity monitoring for energy usage
management, D heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Environment
Air pollution, noise monitoring, waterways, industry monitoring

6. Future Considerations
There are already valuable applications in an IoT in domains like emergency management, logistics,
and medicine [31], [32], [33]. IoT will thrive in future since immense modifications are made up of
little alterations, and the IoT possibly will convey a lot of incremental modifications in the upcoming
years. It is forecasted that new IoT products and services will increase exponentially in next decade.
The rise in embedded computing will carry the next revolution in technology. Integrated and open IoT
atmosphere will increase and make individuals everyday life easier. For instance, a lot of people will
have devices that allow them to connect to the Internet and will provide them response on their deeds,
fitness and health. They will also monitor their children or employees, who are also having sensors.
Persons would be capable to manage things remotely even from other end of world such as how
regularly their private grounds are watered, and heating and chilling of their homes. Smartphone
applications and embedded devices will facilitate further well-organized transportation and provide
readouts on smog levels. Smart systems notify about transportation problems and may deliver water
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and electricity in more organized way. There will be real-time readings about pollution levels, soil
moisture, and resource extraction from fields, oceans, forests, and cities. This will show the way to
smarter use of capital, enhanced services and a huge savings. An addition of these types of application
is asset tracking, which nowadays is made through barcode and a number of manual steps, however in
the upcoming will control through near field communication, smart tags, and Radio Frequency
Identification to worldwide track all type of things, interactively. In a future situation to track anything
with a Radio Frequency Identification tag a user would be able to use Google Earth. On the other hand,
your refrigerator possibly will keep track of your smart tagged foodstuff and inform your smart phone
application you are short on a particular item. Other things for instance precious cars, jewellery and
handbags may perhaps too, and they possibly will be tracked through the Internet and also capture
benefits of a number of offered web based applications. To accomplish these hopeful results it is very
important to develop user trust in the IoT. The cyber security approaches projected by the European
Commission noticeably go in this direction. It is contended by [34] that social fears and guideline as
well as privacy and security should be considered properly with the aim to encourage the adaptation
and acceptance of the IoT by people. They also discover 4 facets for considerations in order for privacy
and security fears to be effectively addressed. These are socio-ethnic, regulation, and economic market
and technologies concerns. More-over, people have mostly acknowledged that these facets [35], [36]
are now part of daily human life. The number of devices connected to the Internet is expected to reach
50 billion by 2020 [37]. NSF is expecting billions of sensors on buildings and bridges to be connected
to the Internet for such uses as electricity and security monitoring [38]. Data management for IoT
application is an extremely complex task, which needs cooperative efforts from many fields [39]. To
facilitate a speedy growth of the IoT, downsides like security, identification, privacy, architecture and
devices interoperability have to be taken into account. The interactions with upcoming networks like
5G, cloud technologies and big data have to be tackled.

Figure 10. Multifaceted View of IOT
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7. Conclusion
Normally novel technologies and occasionally modern applications of existing technologies offer
thrilling prediction and applicable uses to which they can be practical. The popularity of embedded
processing is before now experience ubiquitously around us. At house electrical devices as ordinary as
our previous Oven that mechanically controlled the colour of toast currently has a Microcontroller Unit
in it, and the Microcontroller unit not only controls the colour of toast, but also append practical
protection to the appliance. Similarly our refrigerator has started conversation to us and keeping detect
of what we append in it. There are power conscious HVAC scheme that be able to produce a
description on the activity in our home and suggest means to decrease our energy utilization. The
vehicles of the upcoming days will certainly be intelligent to drive themselves. Alike modifications are
also experience in other phases of our life in industrial units, transportation, Health, agriculture and
many other domains. Many benefits will be brought to humans, subsequently extending current
healthcare technologies into a seamless level [40]. Linking those smart nodes to the network has also
going ahead even though at a slower rate. The Emergence of the technologies in future will come
together to facilitate the IoT quicker than generally people be expecting. Just as the Internet experience
occurred not so precedent and caught similar to a wildfire. The IoT will feel each phase of our life soon.
Are we prepared for it?
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